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Big Bang

Big Bang theory

 The big bang occurred in infinity dense and hot spot. It was not normal explosion

as the one we know.

Immediately  after the moment of  explosion every particle of  matter began to

move  away  very  quickly,  so  it  started  occupying  more  space  and  that’s  why

expanded so much.

History

This theory indicates that in the past these elements were closer than today, so if

we go back in time, then all the stuff was together at one point that point is called

singularity, which was fireball. Billions of years ago, more than 13 billion years,

there is nothing, no matter, no energy, no space.

Father of Big Bang Theory

In 1927 a Belgian cosmologist and catholic priest Georges Lemaitre proposed the

big bang theory.

What is Big Bang Theory?

It is the theory that the universe originated sometimes between 10 billion and 20

billion years ago from an expansion of small volume of matter at an extremely

high density and temperature. It is the model which describes the early discovery

of it.

After the Big Bang

 After the Big Bang occurred, the universe is an extremely hot and dense state

and began expanding rapidly 

 38,000  after  the  big  bang,  the  universe  temperature  cooled  down  o  the

temperature of our current universe, the density of universe changed to the

density similar to the air, and the universe stopped expanding at such a rapid

rate 
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 The first element created was hydrogen, along with the small  quantities of

helium and lithium

Timeline (since BB)

10-35   sec after Big bang

The universe is an infinity dense, hot fireball.

10-6 sec after BB

Expansion slows down, universe cools and less dense.

1 sec after BB

Universe is made up of fundamental particle and energy: Quarks, electrons and

photons. These particles smash together to form protons and neutrons.

3 secs after BB

 Formation of basic element

 Protons and neutrons come together to form the nuclei of simple elements:

hydrogen, helium and lithium

3000,000 after BB

 Matter dominate

300 Million years after BB

 Birth of star and galaxies

5 billion years ago (birth of sun):

The sun forms within the cloud of gas in a spiral arm of the Milky Way Galaxy.

A vast disk of gas and debris that swirls around this new star gives birth to

planets, moons and asteroids.

3.8 Billion Years ago (Earliest life):

The  earth  has  cooled  and  atmosphere  developed.  Microscopic  living  cells,

neither  plants  nor  animals,  begin  to  evolve  and  flourish  in  earth’s  many

volcanic environments.
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700 Million year ago (primitive animals appear):

These are the mostly flatworms, jellyfish and algae. By 570 million years before

the present, large numbers of creatures with hard shell suddenly appear. 

200 Million Year Ago (Mammals appear):

The first mammals evolved from a class of reptiles that evolved mammalian

traits, such as a segmented jaw and series of bones that make up the inner

ear.

Developed by Albert Einstein

In 1915, Einstein predicts that the universe is expanding and he came up with

10 field equation to support his general theory of relativity.

However, since Einstein believed in static universe, he modified his equations

and put in a cosmological constant to make the universe static.

Development by Alexander Friedman

Friedman universe developed in 1922 by the Russian meteorologist  and

mathematician Alexander Friedman.

He believed that Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity required a theory

of the universe in motion, as opposed to the static universe that scientists until

then had proposed. He hypothesized a big bang followed by expansion, then

contraction  and  an  eventual  big  crunch.  This  model  supposes  a  closed

universe, but he also proposed similar solutions involving an open universe

(which  expands  infinitely)  or  a  flat  universe  (in  which  expansion  continues

infinitely but gradually approaches a rate of zero).

Development by Edwin Hubble

 In  1924,  Edwin Hubble  discovered that  galaxies  appeared to  be moving

away from us at speed proportional to their distance. This is called Hubble’s

law.

 Hubble discovered a series indicators using the 100-hooker telescope

 This  allowed him to estimate distances to galaxies whose red shifts had

already  been  measured.  In  1929  Hubble  discovered  the  correlation

between distance and recession velocity, now known as Hubble law.
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 Hubble’s law explained the rate at which the universe is expanding and the

Hubble’s constant is used to estimate the size of universe.

Big Bang Evidence

 Universal expansion and Hubble’s law

 3 degree background radiation

 Quasars 

 Radioactive decay

 Stellar formation and evolution

 Speed of light and stellar distances

Contradiction to Big Bang

Too much energy:

Most  of  the  universe  is  an  empty  space:  a  vacuum  which  is  defined  as  a

volume containing no particles, force fields, nor waves. By definition a vacuum

has no energy. However, the big bang theory requires both in its early phases

and in its later phases that the vacuum must have some energy.

Too complex, too early:

The universe has too many large structures. We know the rate of expansion,

thus we can get rough estimate on how long it would take for them to form. In

order for these to form, it would take about 100 billion years.

Islamic concept

     Three verses of Quran about big bang

 Then he directed Himself to the heaven while it was smoke and said to it

and to the earth, “Come [into being], willingly or by compulsion. “They said,

We have come willingly”

 “Have not those who disbelieve known that  the heavens and the earth

were joined together as one united piece, then We parted them? And we

have made from water every living thing. Will they not then believe??”

 And  the  Heaven  We  constructed  with  strength,  the  indeed,  we  are

expander.”  
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The evolution of the universe according to big bang theory

i) Big crunch:

This theory postulates that the average density of the universe is enough to

stop its expansion. Then the universe begin to contract at a single point

(implodes).

ii) Big freeze:

The expansion of the universe will continue forever. If so, the universe will

cool as it expands, eventually becoming too cool to sustain life.

iii) Big Rip

The universe does not contract, but expands as it reaches a point where all

that exists is broken, like a handkerchief in the hand of two children pulling

hard on each to the opposite side.
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Quantum

Quantum  mechanics (QM;  also  known  as quantum  physics, quantum  theory,

the wave  mechanical  model,  or matrix  mechanics),  including quantum  field

theory, is a fundamental theory in physics which describes nature at the smallest

–  including atomic and subatomic –  scales.  Classical  physics,  the  description  of

physics existing before the formulation of the theory of relativity and of quantum

mechanics,  describes  nature  at  ordinary (macroscopic)  scale.  Most  theories  in

classical  physics can be derived from quantum mechanics as an approximation

valid  at  large  (macroscopic)  scale. Quantum  mechanics  differs  from classical

physics in that energy, momentum. 
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